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INQUIRY INTO INCH STREET SCARE FOUND …

No mustard gas;
it was benzene
Lithgow Council has been told that
a substance leaking from a World
War II shell casing at a Lithgow
recycling facility was not mustard
gas but a mixture of benzene —

found in petroleum products —
and water.
The substance was found to be
leaking when the shells, which had
originally been part of chemical

warfare ordnance stored at
Marrangaroo Army Base during the
wartime, were taken to the premises of Cooke’s Scrap Metals to be cut
up.
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The concern that the substance
could be deadly mustard gas
residue led to a full scale emergency operation and the biggest
컄 Continued Page 2

THUMBS UP TO ANTI BULLYING PRODUCTION
‘’TECHNO BULLY’: Back row Sarah Wheatley, Madeline
Spice, Chris Gurney, Emily Thompson and Kayla
Anlezank; middle Brandon Partridge, Joe McCreanor,
Kalvein Zimmer, Jessica Flavin (actor), Glen Phillips
(actor) and Emma Fitzgerald; front Aiden Dykstra and
Natalie Schofield.

Play targeted
school bullies
Story and photo: CAROLYN PIGGOTT
Year 7 students at Lithgow High School have
witnessed a play as part of their transition into
high school.
With bullies extending their traits to mobile
phones and the Internet these days, Year 7 advisor, Alan George arranged for a play aptly
named “Techno Bully” to be acted out before
all Year 7 students.
This was in an attempt to help them understand both sides of the picture, what it’s like to
be bullied as well as being the bully.
The play was performed by two actors who
play three different characters.
Eric, a 16 year old boy is lonely and anti
social so he uses chat rooms to escape from his
own life and identity. His younger sister Sarah is
impressionable and looks up to her brother and
Kathy, a new student at Crono High.
컄 Continued Page 3
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Official report cleared the air SAINT
on mustard gas suspicions
Just for the truckies

컄 From Page 1

evacuation of a residential area in
Lithgow in memory.
The incident has led to strong representations to Council from residents
seeking the relocation of industrial sites
from the Inch Street area.
A report now tabled in Lithgow Council
indicates that the evacuation was a case
of ‘better safe than sorry’ and that there
was never any danger to the general population.
Council was told that a meeting was
held in late February between Council
officers and officers from the Department
of Defence National Contamination
Remediation Program.
Group Regional Services Manager
Andrew Muir said the Department of
Defence has been conducting an extensive remediation program on numerous
sites across Australia.
As part of this program a section of the
Defence holding at Marrangaroo was
identified as a priority and in association
with specialist contractors Defence has
now completed a remediation project of
approximately six hectares of the site.
This program recovered 300 250lb shell
casings and 4000 30lb shell casings.
“It was expected that all casings had
been de-militarised when they were
buried.
“Nevertheless, during the remediation
process the casings were inspected and
certified by a trained ordnance technician
to ensure they contained no residual
chemical or explosive agent,” Mr Muir

said.
The casings were examined on-site
and certified as being free from explosive
and free from chemical agents.
All the recovered casings (except four
250lb casings) were cut up on site and
transported directly to recycling facilities
outside the Lithgow Local Government
Area.
Four casings were kept on site for
training purposes until the final approval
for disposal had been received.
“This process requires documentation
to be forwarded to the United Nations.
“Following this approval, the four casings (which had previously been certified
as free from explosive and chemical
agent) were transported to Cooke’s Metal
industries to be cut up and transported to
recycling facilities outside the LGA,” Mr
Muir said.
It was then that the drama erupted
when one of the 250 pound empty casings
taken direct to Cooke’s Metal Industries in
Inch Street and was observed to be leaking a liquid substance.
The Ordinance Technician on site was
then obliged under a pre-approved
Emergency Management Plan to alert
NSW Emergency Services to the presence
of an unidentified substance.
“This liquid was later found to be water
and benzene (which is contained in fuel
products).
“No residual chemical or explosive
material was found,” Mr Muir said.
“Defence has not been able to determine how the benzene came to be in the

The facts on benzene
BENZENE, or benzol, is described
in Wikipedia as an organic chemical
compound that is a natural
constituent of crude oil. It’s highly
flammable with a sweet smell. It was
once commonly used in the distilling
of gasoline but its use is now limited
in this field because of its
carcinogenic properties. It is,
however, still used as an industrial
solvent, and in the production of
drugs, plastics, synthetic rubber and
dyes.
casing and suggest that it could have
been fuel residual from the time the pit
was burnt, mixed with water.
Mr Muir said that prior to commencement of the Marrangaroo remediation
project, Defence undertook consultation
with a number of stakeholder groups.
“The activation of the management
plan that takes an extremely conservative
precautionary approach is consistent
with managing such situations where the
worst case scenario is assumed so that in
the unlikely event the substance is found
to be a risk to human health, the public is
protected,” he said.
“This, of course, can cause disruption
and angst to the affected community but
this is seen as far more preferable to subjecting the public to a theoretical risk
even though, in reality, this risk is miniscule.”

It’s 34 years of proud achievement
Story and photo:
LEN ASHWORTH
There were again plaudits
from many quarters for the
quality and presentation of
the annual Portland Art
Exhibition held in the Crystal
Theatre at the weekend.
The standards maintained
by the organising committee
are reflected in the fact that
the Portland exhibition is
now in its 34th year and is
recognised as one of the
most successful in regional
NSW.
Among the well qualified
visitors heaping praise on the
exhibition were guest artist
Greg Jarmaine and representatives of the Bathurst
Regional Gallery.
Mr Jarmaine had a dual
role, being also called on to
perform the official opening
on short notice after the original guest speaker had to
withdraw due to a family illness.
He told his audience to
enjoy art for its own sake and
to ‘go with what you like, not
what someone tells you you
should like’.
“Professionalism and
enthusiasm are very evident
here,” he said.
Mr Jarmaine said budding
artists should not be deterred
by any passing lack of inspiration.
“Some days you wake up
and feel you can paint nothing; on other days you wake
up and everything is quite
right.
“I’m pleased that other
people share this same experience,” he said.
Mr Jarmaine said every-

JUDGING by the calls to this office this week
there must be people out there with guilty
consciences regarding their driving habits. At
issue was the concern that without advance
notice the RTA was putting up new speed
cameras at Meadow Flat and at Raglan. The
thrust of the comment was that these were
not accident black spots so the cameras
could only be regarded as RTA ‘money boxes’,
just like the one at Hartley. It seems, however,
that the concerns about traps for the unwary
lead foot were unfounded. Our word is that
these particular cameras are part of a new
network to record the speed of heavy vehicles
between Point A and Point B. If the trucks
pass these points in less than a specified
time then it means they’ve been exceeding the
speed limit and the drivers will pay the price.
That’s the story but we still don’t trust them.

The real black spots
ON the question of speed cameras it can fairly
be argued that if the authorities were fair
dinkum about utilising these deterrents at
recognised accident black spots then the one
at Hartley would be moved to where it would
do some real good. The camera could and
should be relocated a little way along the
highway in either direction to cover either
Victoria Pass or River Lett Hill. These are the
locations where accidents really do result on a
regular basis from excessive speed.

Just two per cent
of indignation
‘NOT drowning, just waving’ as they say. And,
that, according to Gerard Martin was how he
became innocently embroiled in a spat over
‘obscene gestures’ in Parliament this week.
The indignation of the Opposition knew no
bounds when they claimed Gerard had given a
so called two fingered salute during a
question on health related issues from
Nationals Leader Andrew Stoner. Gerard
admits to raising two fingers but said this was
simply emphasising a reference to polling that
showed support for the Nationals had dropped
two per cent. “I lifted my two fingers towards
Andrew meaning two per cent and he took no
offence,” said Gerard. Here at the column we
have good reason to accept his explanation.
Back in his basketball playing days he
regularly made this gesture but he was only
asking the referee ‘Was that really two points
sir?’ We await the next instalment with
interest.

Wang’s really
big weekend
KEEP next weekend free for the big program
celebrating the 150th anniversary of the
Wallerawang School. It really will be a weekend
of delving back into district nostalgia, including
visits to important heritage sites. A highlight,
as always with these things, will be the street
procession through Wang’s Main Street on
Saturday. A special feature relating to the
celebration will appear in Thursday’s Mercury.

Then there’s THE shed

“THAT’S ME ON THE LEFT — AND ON THE RIGHT”: Patrons at the Portland Art Exhibition were seeing
double when Greg Jarmaine checked out the promotional poster at the Crystal Theatre foyer
one knows what their personal taste is in art.
Then the only other consideration is ‘the budget’.
“If you like something and
can afford it then go ahead,”
he said.
Mr Jarmaine and other
official guests were welcomed onto the dais by committee chairman Maree
Statham.
Joining the local digni-
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taries were Bathurst Mayor
Paul Toole, representing the
Daffodil Cottage cancer care
facility and Member for
Calare John Cobb, venturing
into what will be part of
Calare electorate come the
next election.
Cr Toole thanked the
committee for the large
donation to Daffodil Cottage
from last year’s exhibition.
He said it was pleasing to

note that the distribution of
the money ‘crossed Council
boundaries to assist so many
people’.
Lithgow Mayor Neville
Castle said the committee
did a wonderful job, at time
under difficult circumstances.
He said that $21,000 had
been donated to various
charities from last year’s
exhibition.

Still in Wang and Duncan Auld wearing his hat
as president of the Lake Wallace Community
Boatshed Committee has asked the column to
thank Delta, Lithgow Council Health and
Building Department and Wang outdoor staff,
and builder Aaron Scanlan for the tremendous
support given the completion of the project.
There’s no doubt this lakeside building will be
wonderful resource for the local water sports
community for years to come, encouraging
greater use of the Lake Wallace Recreation
Area. “I also thank all members of the
committee for their commitment to the
project,” Duncan said.

First saint’s website
A NEW website detailing the life and legacy of
Australia’s first saint has gone live. The Mary
MacKillop website can now be viewed at
www.marymackillop.org.au. The website
features never before seen images of Mary
MacKillop and readings of her final letters.
Mary MacKillop will become Australia’s first
saint when she is canonised in October.

